Springs and Spring Boxes

A spring is a place where groundwater naturally gushes or seeps from the earth. It might take the form of a stream of water that flows from a fissure in a rock, or a persistent puddle in a low spot in a field.

Water may be clean when it emerges from the earth, but it can easily be contaminated before use. Animals can walk through the persistent puddle; leaves and insects can fall into it; it may flow through a contaminated area. However, if the spring is protected, the water stays clean. A spring box is an economical and effective way to protect a spring.

These covered concrete boxes simply enclose the spring so that debris cannot fall into it and animals cannot walk through it. The spring fills the box from the bottom or from one side, and a pipe built into the side of the box at a convenient height allows people to fill their containers. A well-built concrete spring box can last for decades with only the simplest occasional maintenance: The concrete lid can be lifted to reach the inside of the box for cleaning.

These spring boxes are not just shipped in and installed though. Instead they are constructed by members of the community who become participants in their own development. This practice honors local leadership and involvement and acknowledges the skills within the community: essential marks of accompaniment.

Subsistence Farming

The United Nations defines subsistence farming as, “a form of agriculture where almost all production is consumed by the household, often characterized by low-input use, generally provided by the farm.”

These family farms grow most or all of the food the household needs to survive but often do not have the land or capacity to produce large yields. It is important to note that subsistence farming does not necessarily imply that the farmer is not involved in a market system. In some instances, a subsistence farmer may be able to take and sell surplus harvest at the market.